Conference concept

The global financial crisis has generated new challenges in the management and regulation of the banking system. Moreover, it has exacerbated previously existing problems. Thus, the future prospects of overcoming the crisis to a large extent depend on directions in the development of the modern financial system, with a new paradigm of banking governance being a priority. Probably, one of the most important tasks is finding a solution to risk minimization problems both for the whole banking system and for individual banks. The opinions voiced by the conference participants would help address the above-mentioned problem by answering the following questions. How could a stable growth of the banking sector be achieved under the process of financial markets integration? What regulatory framework should be chosen to minimize banking risks? What should be the essence of effective prudential supervision? What should be the role of central banks in the regulation of the banking system? What are the ways to ensure a balance between the competition and creation of an efficient risk management system? How should banks and other financial institutions be regulated to improve their accountability, value creation and transparency?

Call for papers

Deadline for paper submission: March 20, 2014  
Deadline for notification of authors of accepted papers: March 30, 2014

Papers should be submitted by e-mail: ukraine2014conf@virtusinterpress.org and a copy to alex_kostyuk@virtusinterpress.org.
Key Topics

- Bank regulation regimes
- Basel III and its impact on bank performance
- Currency market regulation
- Corporate governance and social responsibility
- Monetary policy and inflation targeting
- Role of central banks in the system of banking regulation
- Investment banking
- Mergers and acquisitions of banks
- Directors’ remuneration practices and regulation
- Board of directors practices and regulation
- Risk management in banks
- Bank lending and borrowing

Keynote speakers

Éric Pichet, Professor of Economics at KEDGE Business School (France), a fellow at the Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors (UK)

Conference Chairs

- Serhiy Kozmenko, Professor, Vice-Rector, Ukrainian Academy of Banking of the National Bank of Ukraine (Ukraine), Editor-in-Chief of “Investment Management and Financial Innovations”
- Alexander Kostyuk, Professor, Ukrainian Academy of Banking of the National Bank of Ukraine (Ukraine), Wilhelm-Rieger Professor, Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (Germany), Editor-in-Chief of “Corporate Ownership and Control” and “Governance and Regulation”

International scientific committee

Co-heads of the committee:

- Serhiy Kozmenko, Professor, Vice-Rector, Ukrainian Academy of Banking of the National Bank of Ukraine (Ukraine), Editor-in-Chief of “Investment Management and Financial Innovations”
- Alexander Kostyuk, Professor, Ukrainian Academy of Banking of the National Bank of Ukraine (Ukraine), Wilhelm-Rieger Professor, Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (Germany), Editor-in-Chief of “Corporate Ownership and Control” and “Governance and Regulation”

Members of the committee:

- Kenneth Spong, Assistant Vice President and Economist, Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, USA
- Amine Tarazi, Professor, Director of Research Center LAPE, Head of Economics Department, University of Limoges, France
- Kimie Harada, Professor, Chuo University, Japan
- Thomas Mertens, Assistant Professor, Stern School of Business, New York University, USA
- Paolo Sodini, Associate Professor, Director SHOF Data Center, Stockholm School of Economics, Sweden
- Björn Lantz, Associate Professor, Chalmers University of Technology, Sweden
- Kenta Toyofuku, Professor, College of Economics, Nihon University, Japan
- Ricardo Gimeno, PhD, economist, Bank of Spain, Spain
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- Krzysztof Opolski, Professor, University of Warsaw, Poland
- Jarrad Harford, Professor, Chair of Department of Finance and Business Economics, Foster School of Business, University of Washington, USA
- Avanidhar (Subra) Subrahmanyam, Professor, UCLA Anderson School of Management, USA
- Markus Stiglbauer, Professor, University of Nurnberg-Erlangen, Germany
- François Derrien, Professor, HEC Paris, France
- Theo Vermaelen, Professor, The Henry Grunfeld Chair in Investment Banking, INSEAD, France
- Sergio Rossi, Professor, Chair of Macroeconomics and Monetary Economics, University of Fribourg, Switzerland

Conference registration fee

The participation in this event is free of charge. We cover expenses for: transfer from Kiev to Sumy and from Sumy to Kiev by bus; accommodation expenses and meals; gala dinner; handout materials (conference program, certificate of participation etc.).
Conference organizers

The Ukrainian Academy of Banking of the National Bank of Ukraine, founded in 1996, is a leading Ukrainian university in the field of economics, banking, finance and economic law. It trains more than 2500 students. The Academy's scientific and research activities are of high international standards. It closely cooperates with banks, financial institutions and business schools around the world. The Academy has about 60 Ph.D. students.

www.uabs.edu.ua

Established in 2010, the International Center for Banking and Corporate Governance is a research institute at the Ukrainian Academy of Banking of the National Bank of Ukraine. The Center has a wide portfolio of research in the area of banking and corporate governance. The Center has more than 80 participants from more than 25 countries.

www.virtusinterpress.org/-International-Center-For-Banking-.html

International Center for Global Risks Economic Research was created in 2012 in order to unite scientists from different countries for addressing the burning economic problems. The main directions of the Center's activity are: problems of environmental sustainability conservation; global economic risks; global risks of financial systems and institutions performance; risks of wrong managerial decisions; insurance and reinsurance of global risks.

http://businessperspectives.org/content/view/297.81

The publishing company “Business Perspectives” publishes eight journals and book series on management, banking and finance. The journals’ editorial boards include the world’s leading economists and academics.

www.businessperspectives.org

The publishing house “Virtus Interpress” offers the expertise and global perspectives in corporate governance. "Virtus Interpress" publishes four journals in corporate governance and regulation, book series, acts as co-organizer of international conferences and seminars.

www.virtusinterpress.org

Conference venue

Ukrainian Academy of Banking of the National Bank of Ukraine, Pokrovska Str. 9/1, Sumy, 40000, Ukraine
Sessions will take place in the building of the Scientific Library of Ukrainian Academy of Banking of the National Bank of Ukraine.